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*Â 50 coloring pages featuring ORIGINAL ARTWORK by professional illustrator and best-selling

coloring book artist, Jenean Morrison.* Images are printed on one side of the pages only.Â * Artwork

is a mix of abstract prints, geometrics, paisleys, florals and repeat patterns, carefully and

thoughtfully designed for the ultimate coloring experience!Â * This book has a variety of artwork

suitable for both beginners and more advanced colorists.* Connect with Jenean on Instagram

(@jeneanmorrison) to share your colored pages!Â * Jenean&apos;s books have been published in

France, Brazil, Japan, Italy, and Poland.Â * Pattern + Design Adult Coloring Book, Volume 1 was on

the .it Best-Seller list for over 3 months in 2016.

Series: Jenean Morrison Adult Coloring Books

Paperback: 106 pages

Publisher: CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform; Clr Csm edition (August 15, 2012)
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Best Sellers Rank: #418,106 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #12 inÂ Books > Arts &

Photography > Graphic Design > Techniques > Use of Ornament   #216 inÂ Books > Arts &

Photography > Individual Artists > Artists' Books   #248 inÂ Books > Arts & Photography > Drawing

> Coloring Books for Grown-Ups > Mandalas & Patterns

"Jenean is an "OG" in the adult coloring game...Â having published her first coloring book back in

2012, and currently hasÂ eight titlesÂ to her name and has sold over 90,000 books." Brit + Co,

February 2016.

Artist Jenean Morrison has been designing and publishing her best-selling coloring books for

grown-ups since 2012. Five of her eight books have been published internationally by traditional

publishers in France, Italy, Brazil, Japan, and several other countries. Her books have been

featured in/on the L.A.Times, Washington Post, CNN.com, Quartz, NBC Nightly News, BUST



magazine, Publisher&apos;s Weekly, Pure Wow, Buzzfeed and Pop Sugar. And Jenean has been

profiled in both Tech Insider and Entrepreneur.com for her success as a self-published coloring

book author.A full-time artist and creative business owner for 10 years, Jenean works from her

Cooper-Young studio in Memphis, Tennessee. In addition to creating artwork for coloring books,

Jenean creates designs for fabric, scrapbook kits, bedding, partyware and more. And

Jenean&apos;s paintings can be found in the Bellagio, Mirage and Aria resorts in Las Vegas.

Connect with her on Instagram--@JeneanMorrison--where she shares her creative coloring

techniques and the day-to-day work and play of being a designer and artist. And visit her website

(jeneanmorrison.net) for color and design inspiration.She is a homebody who loves to travel and a

playful spirit who loves to work. Her passion for her work shines through in every design!

I've collected and colored in a lot of the 'grown-up' coloring books. This one is exceptional. The

shapes are wonderful, the line weight(s) are great. The paper is great quality, nice and white to keep

colors vivid. Designs range from fairly basic to very intricate. There are several in here which will

take some serious time to complete.Designs themselves have flowers, squares, angular, rounded,

kaleidoscopic patterns. All well thought out. This book reminds me of my Ruth Heller books, and

that is a compliment-and-a-half, believe me.After all of these important features, the best one I've

left for last -THE PAGES ARE ONE-SIDED!!!!!!!!!!! Jenean, I'm a marker person, and you are my

hero. I weep at the altar of your amazingness and eagerly await my next book of yours!50 designs +

1 sided pages = happy marker peoples! :)

I love this book my only "problem" is after I'm done I want to do it again highlighting different parts.

The pages are sturdy, they take color from my variety of markers and pencils. Only one wish, please

perforate the pages, it is hard to rip them out smoothly.

I am 25 years old and I wont lie I love to color. I find it to be relaxing after a long days work. This

book has many different designs which allows for all kinds of color options and patterns. Would

recommend for the older child up to adults. Not for very young children as there are small spaces to

be colored. Great with markers rather then crayons.

This is a really great coloring book!This is a really great book for someone who is just starting their

journey into the realm of adult coloring (although kids could totally color in this book as well!).

Jenean has a little of everything. There are easy designs. There are very intricate designs. There



are some paisleys. There are some mandalas. There are geometric designs. Every single one is

well drawn and are very enjoyable to color.It has been said before, but worth saying again: The

designs are all on one side of the page so marker users don't have to worry about ruining a picture

on the other side. This is never a problem for me as I like to color on cardstock anyway, but it is a

great feature. I like using ultra fine Sharpies or Bic Mark Its, but I'm sure that other markers or

colored pencils would do just fine as well.I totally recommend giving this book a try!

This book is just ok - if you like this author's style, you'll probably be a fan of this book. I find a lot of

the patterns in here very repetitive and difficult to color (lots of patterns with overlapping elements).

But my main grief with this book is the paper quality. It's just not good! If you're using markers, they

bleed like crazy, not just through the back of hte page (not a big deal to me because this is

single-sided printed and I'll use a blank sheet of paper as a blotter) but your markers will bleed all

over the lines too! The extra fine tipped sharpies and bic markers work well and won't bleed over the

lines as the tip is so fine, but your typical fine Bic or Sharpie markers WILL bleed like crazy (and

you'll need to use these because there are some big areas to color.

I absolutely love anything by Jenean Morrison! Her coloring books are incredible, I have several.

Her designs are amazing and will easily keep you entertained for hours. She is creative and it

shows in every one of her pictures, which are only printed on one side of the paper! She also has

notebooks and journals for sale that are so well put together; making any art project or design

project, so simple to lay out ...or, because of the different sizes, you can carry them everywhere with

you and use them to doodle, take notes, write stories, poetry, journaling, etc....

I take pages from this book along with color pencils to appointments and other places where I have

some wait time. Everyone who sees these pages and the colors comments very favorably. I find the

coloring to be calming and I am getting better at planning out the color schemes and concentrating

on it and other chores as well. A fine way to pass the time and have a nice item for display later on.

Jenean Morrison does it again!I only colored a few pages into Pattern and Design Volume #1 before

I knew I had to buy #2. I really enjoy these books. They have a little bit for everyone (easy,

challenging, mandalas, paisleys, geometric, flowers etc). The designs are well drawn and really fun

to color.Of course they are one-sided so you can color with markers without worrying about ruining

the back. As with most paper, markers will probably bleed so put something behind the page you



are coloring and you should be fine. I personally like coloring on cardstock so this isn't an

issue.Ultra fine Bic Mark Its work great! I've also used ultra fine Sharpies. Gel pens look pretty

snazzy too!I haven't even finished the book yet but I will keep a hopeful eye out for a Volume 3 :)
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